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Summary Information

Repository: M.E. Grenander Department of Special Collections & Archives
Title: Campus Construction Collection
ID: ua950.005
Date [inclusive]: 1951-1987
Physical Description: 1.5 cubic ft.
Physical Location: The materials are located onsite in the department.
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: This collection contains planning documents used in the development and construction of the University at Albany, SUNY's Uptown campus.

Preferred Citation

Preferred citation for this material is as follows:

Identification of specific item, series, box, folder, Campus Construction Collection, 1951-1987. M.E. Grenander Department of Special Collections and Archives, University Libraries, University at Albany, State University of New York (hereafter referred to as the Campus Construction Collection).

Administrative History

The University's main campus, the Uptown Campus, has been described as a distinctive work of modern art. Designed in 1961-1962 by renowned American architect Edward Durell Stone (1902-1978), the campus bears Stone's signature style of bold unified design, evident in buildings from the U.S. Embassy in New Delhi to the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington, D.C. Construction on the initial set of buildings began in 1962 and finished in 1971. The next building to be built on campus, Freedom Quad, opened in 1988.

The Uptown Campus is defined by a central Academic Podium complex, main fountain complex with carillon tower, and four quadrangle residence halls that dominate much of the campus.
Scope and Contents

This collection contains planning documents used in the development and construction of the University at Albany, SUNY’s Uptown campus. Of particular interest are the regular progress memos providing indepth information about challenges and development with construction.

The majority of plans included in this collection (such as the 1974 plans, 30,000-40,000 student scenario) were never realized and the buildings were not constructed in the 1970s as anticipated in the previous decade.

Arrangement of the Collection

The collection has two series: Planning Documents and Subject Files. Both are arranged alphabetically.

Administrative Information

Publication Statement

M.E. Grenander Department of Special Collections & Archives

Revision Description

Converted to EAD Encoded in EAD by Jodi Boyle 2015 December 2015

Processing Information

Processed in 2015 by M. E. Grenander Department of Special Collections and Archives, University at Albany, SUNY.
Acquisition Information

All items in this manuscript group were transferred to the University Libraries, M.E. Grenander Department of Special Collections and Archives.

Access

Access to this record group is unrestricted.

Copyright

This page may contain links to digital objects. Access to these images and the technical capacity to download them does not imply permission for re-use. Digital objects may be used freely for personal reference use, referred to, or linked to from other web sites.

Researchers do not have permission to publish or disseminate material from these collections without permission from an archivist and/or the copyright holder.

The researcher assumes full responsibility for conforming to the laws of copyright. Some materials in these collections may be protected by the U.S. Copyright Law (Title 17, U.S.C.) and/or by the copyright or neighboring-rights laws of other nations. More information about U.S. Copyright is provided by the Copyright Office. Additionally, re-use may be restricted by terms of University Libraries gift or purchase agreements, donor restrictions, privacy and publicity rights, licensing and trademarks.

The Department of Special Collections and Archives is eager to hear from any copyright owners who are not properly identified so that appropriate information may be provided in the future.

Controlled Access Headings

- Architecture
- Campus planning -- New York (State)
- College facilities -- New York (State) -- Planning
- Correspondence
- Clippings
- UAlbany Reference Collections
- State University of New York at Albany
- New York State University Construction Fund
Collection Inventory

**Photographs, 1964-1973**

**Physical Description:** 257 items  
**Language of the Material:** English.

**Biographical / Historical**

The new SUNY Albany campus was constructed on the west side of the City of Albany on the site of the former Albany Country Club. Designed by architect Edward Durell Stone, the campus is a preeminent example of postmodernist architecture. The academic podium at the center is one of the largest poured-in-place concrete structures in the world.

**Scope and Contents**

Contains photographs taken during the construction of UAlbany's Uptown Campus. The images were taken by photographer E.M. Weil, under contract with either SUNY Albany or the SUNY Construction Fund.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title/Description</th>
<th>Instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany's main campus. Aerial photograph from the southwest., ca. 1965</td>
<td>Digital Object: <a href="#">Representative Online Object</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Chemistry building showing the front panels, facing North-West., 1965 January 11</td>
<td>Digital Object: <a href="#">Representative Online Object</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The area between the Business Administration and the Library buildings, facing North-East., 1967 January 16</td>
<td>Digital Object: <a href="#">Representative Online Object</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Infirmary building looking West., 1966 January 20</td>
<td>Digital Object: <a href="#">Representative Online Object</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Infirmary building looking Easterly., 1966 January 20</td>
<td>Digital Object: <a href="#">Representative Online Object</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The North end of the second floor of the Infirmary building, facing West., 1966 January 20</td>
<td>Digital Object: <a href="#">Representative Online Object</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Infirmary building looking South., 1966 January 20
Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The North-East corner of the Biology building site on the left, facing West., 1964 January 24
Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Business Administration and the Administration buildings from the West., 1966 January 24
Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Fine Arts building from the West with the Earth Sciences building in the rear., 1966 January 24
Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Biology, Chemistry, and Physics buildings from the South-East., 1965 October 11
Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Chemistry and physics buildings from the Earth Sciences building., 1965 October 12
Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. Room 338 of the Biology building, facing the North-West., 1965 October 12
Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Infirmary building looking North., 1965 October 18
Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Infirmary building looking West., 1965 October 18
Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Infirmary building looking East., 1965 October 18
Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Infirmary building looking South., 1965 October 18
Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. From the viewpoint of the Physics building's roof, a close up of the Fine Arts building., 1965 October 26

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Administration building, with the Fine Arts building to the right, looking East., 1965 October 26

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The second floor of the Biology building showing the barrel vaults on the floor and ceiling., 1964 October 9

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Biology building roof showing drainage through, facing North., 1964 October 9

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Biology building and podium looking South-West., 1964 November 10

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Chemistry and Biology buildings looking North-West from the podium., 1964 November 10

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake from the Northside of the dam looking South., 1963 November 14

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake from the Northside of the dam looking South., 1963 November 14

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake from the Northside of the dam looking South., 1963 November 14

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Infirmary building looking North., 1965 November 18
Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Infirmary building looking East., 1965 November 18

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Infirmary building looking South-West., 1965 November 18

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Infirmary building looking West., 1965 November 18

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake from the Northside of the dam looking South., 1963 November 4

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake from the Northside of the dam looking South., 1963 November 4

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. Room 338 of the Biology building featuring the cabinets., 1965 November 8

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The interior of room 328 of the Chemistry building, facing East., 1965 December 10

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake looking South., 1963 December 16

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake looking South., 1963 December 16

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake looking Southwest., 1963 December 16

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus, part 2. Facing east from northeast corner roof of Social Sciences Building., 1965 December 21
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Greenhouse looking East from the Biology podium., 1966 December 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The interior of the Greenhouse facing West., 1966 December 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Business Administration building, looking South-East showing the overhang., 1966 December 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The interior of the Fine Arts gallery facing South-East., 1966 December 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings, part II, Earth Sciences and Fine Arts buildings from the Physics Podium, December 21, 1965. [2624], 1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings, part II, Earth Science building from Biology building, December 21, 1965 [2625], 1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings, part II, Earth Sciences building looking Northwest from the roof of the Biology building, October 26, 1965. [2844], 1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings, showing the second floor columns of the Earth Sciences building facing the Southwest, June 23, 1965. [2870], 1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings, Earth Sciences building showing first floor facing West, May 24, 1965. [2890], 1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings, part II, Earth Sciences and Fine Arts buildings from the roof of the Biology building, September 22, 1965. [2894], 1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings, part II, Earth Sciences Building from the Southeast corner, September 22, 1965 [2895], 1965

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings, part II, Earth Sciences and Fine Arts buildings from the Northeast, November 24, 1965 [2909], 1965

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings, Education and Humanities facing the Northwest from the student/faculty podium, February 11, 1965. [10089], 1965

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings, part II, court between Biology and Earth Sciences buildings looking Southwest, May 25, 1966 [2654], 1966

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings, part II, Fine Arts and Earth Sciences buildings looking Southeast, May 25, 1966. [2673], 1966

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings, part II, Earth Science building facing Northwest, January 24, 1966. [2735], 1966

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings, part II, Earth Sciences and Fine Arts buildings facing the Northwest from the Biology Podium, February 22, 1966. [2786], 1966

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings, part II, Northeast Court and Earth Sciences Building from the Northeast, April 26, 1966. [2861], 1966

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings, part II, Earth Sciences and Fine Arts buildings taken from the roof of the Biology building, April 26, 1966. [16052], 1966

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings, part II, Room #236 of the Earth Sciences building facing North, March 24, 1967. [2713], 1967

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings, part II, area between Earth Sciences and Fine Arts buildings from the Theater Podium, January 16, 1967. [2748], 1967
Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings, part II, Earth Sciences building first floor center hall looking East, June 27, 1967. [2849], 1967

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The first floor of the Biology building interior of the South-West corner of the room, facing West., 1965 February 11

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Fine Arts gallery facing South., 1967 February 15

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. Looking South into the court between the Fine Arts and Earth Sciences buildings., 1967 February 15

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The North-west court between the Business Adminstration and Social Sciences buildings looking South., 1967 February 15

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. Business Administration and Admistration buildings from the Library roof., 1966 February 22

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Chemistry building monitor roof facing the East., 1965 March 15

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Biology building showing the construction of the roof overhang, facing South-West., 1965 March 15

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Humanities building facing South-West from the topside of the Library building., 1965 March 15

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Humanities and Education buildings from the top of the Student Faculty building, facing North-West., 1965 March 15
Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus, part 1. Student-Faculty building, Northside, showing reflecting pool forms., 1966 March 17

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The South-East corner of the Chemistry building, looking North-West., 1964 March 20

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Biology building, footings and the East wall looking South-West., 1964 March 20

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Fine Arts building's roof facing West., 1966 March 21

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Adminsitration building looking North-East from the Library roof., 1966 March 21

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Business Adminstration building, looking East from the Social Sciences roof., 1966 March 21

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. Looking South into the court between the Fine Arts and Earth Sciences buildings., 1967 March 24

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. Room 353 of the Biology building facing East., 1966 March 8

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. Room 253 of the Biology building facing West., 1966 March 8
Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Biology building site looking West from the East-side., 1964 April 10
   Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Biology building site looking North-West from the Southeastern corner., 1964 April 10
   Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Chemistry building site looking North-West from the Southwestern corner., 1964 April 10
   Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Biology building site, facing the North showing the pipes and risers., 1964 April 10
   Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus, part 1. Fountain and court of the Student-Faculty building from the North., 1966 April 11
   Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The third floor Southwestern corner room of the Chemistry building., 1966 April 11
   Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus, part 2. Center court in the Lecture Halls, facing Southeast., 1969 April 21
   Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake from the North-side of the dam looking South., 1964 April 23
   Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake from the North-side of the dam looking South., 1964 April 23
   Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake from the North-side of the Dam looking South., 1964 April 23
   Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake from the North-South of the Dam looking South., 1964 April 23
   Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake from the North-South of the Dam looking South., 1964 April 23
   Digital Object: Representative Online Object
Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. Looking South-East across the roof of the Business Administration and Administration buildings., 1967 April 25

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The court between the Fine Arts and Earth Sciences buildings, looking South., 1967 April 25

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The construction of the wall of the North podium and Business Administration building, looking East., 1967 April 25

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The interior of the Fine Arts building, facing East., 1966 April 26

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Business Administration and Administration buildings from the Social Sciences roof., 1966 April 26

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The top of the Humanities building with the Education building to the East., 1965 April 9

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The interior of the Chemistry building including the second floor and the framing for partitions., 1965 April 9

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Biology buildings facing North-East, showing the construction of the overhang., 1965 April 9

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Biology building facing the South-east showing the overhang., 1965 April 9

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Biology building’s second floor washroom, showing the tiles., 1965 May 10
Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Biology building facing North, showing the overhang on the East-side and the Southeastern corner., 1965 May 10

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Humanities building and start of the podium South of the Library, looking South-West from the Library., 1965 May 10

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. A plastered room on the second floor of the Biology building featuring a light fixture on the right., 1965 May 10

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Chemistry building looking North, showing the start of the overhang on the South-side., 1965 May 10

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The paving on the podium, the East-side of the Biology building facing the North., 1966 May 10

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Greenhouse looking West from the Biology podium., 1966 May 10

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus, part 1. Fountain and court Northside of Student-Faculty Building, facing South., 1966 May 11

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus, part 1. Court between University Library and Administration Building., 1966 May 11

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The landscaping between the Administration building and Dorm number 3, facing the East., 1968 May 21
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The stairwell and court between the Biology and Earth Sciences buildings, facing North., 1967 May 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The stairwell and court between the Biology and Earth Sciences buildings, facing North., 1967 May 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Administration and Business building foundations looking West., 1965 May 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. Foundations of the Administration and Fine Arts buildings facing North-East., 1965 May 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Administration building from the Library roof., 1966 May 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Administration buildings, looking East from the Social Sciences roof., 1966 May 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Administration building looking East from the Social Sciences roof., 1966 May 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Administration building from the Library roof., 1966 May 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Fine Arts and Earth Sciences buildings looking South-East., 1966 May 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The court between the biology and earth sciences building, looking South-west., 1966 May 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object: Representative Online Object</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Chemistry and Biology buildings looking from the South-East to the North-West., 1964 May 6

**Digital Object:** Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Biology building looking East to the West., 1964 May 6

**Digital Object:** Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Humanities building site looking from South to North with the Social Sciences building to the left and the Library at the right., 1964 May 6

**Digital Object:** Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake looking Westerly from the East side of the lake., 1964 June 10

**Digital Object:** Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake looking Westerly from the East side of the lake., 1964 June 10

**Digital Object:** Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake looking Westerly from the East side of the lake., 1964 June 10

**Digital Object:** Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The second floor foyer of the Infirmary building, facing East., 1966 June 21

**Digital Object:** Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Infirmary building facing North., 1966 June 21

**Digital Object:** Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Business Administration building, facing the North-East from the Social Sciences podium., 1966 June 21

**Digital Object:** Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The first floor interior of the Infirmary building, showcasing the South and East hallways., 1966 June 21

**Digital Object:** Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The first floor foyer of the Infirmary building, facing West., 1966 June 21
Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. A panoramic view from the corner of the Biology and Chemistry buildings roof, facing North., 1965 June 23

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Fine Arts building facing West from the Earth Sciences building, showing the first floor slab., 1965 June 23

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Biology building looking from the second floor of the Chemistry building, facing North-East to South-West., 1964 June 9

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The basement of the Chemistry building, looking from the North-west to toward the South-East., 1964 June 9

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Humanities building looking from South-East to North-West., 1964 June 9

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The East-side of the Biology building., 1964 June 9

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Biology building roof looking Northeast., 1965 June 9

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The South-East corner of the Chemistry building featuring the positioning of the exterior column., 1965 June 9

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus, part 1. Fountain at the North of Student-Faculty building facing West., 1966 June 9
Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The third floor of the North-East corner room of the Humanities building, facing South., 1966 June 9

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus, part 1. Fountain in the North court of Student-Faculty building facing the West., 1966 July 11

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. Looking North towards the step ramp construction from the Southeast corner of the Greenhouse., 1968 July 22

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The basement of the Infirmary building along the machine room., 1966 July 25

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The second floor center of the Infirmary building showing the steel frame and cabinets., 1966 July 25

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Infirmary building looking North-East, showing the podia., 1966 July 25

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. Looking East from the roof of the Library, the Administration building is to the left., 1966 July 25

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Humanities building with the heating tunnel in the foreground., 1964 July 7

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Biology building and podium overhang on the East-side, showing the waterproofing of the podium., 1965 July 8

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Biology building interior, the second floor's South-West corridor showing lab cabinets roughed in., 1965 July 8

Digital Object: Representative Online Object
Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Chemistry building facing the North-West., 1964 August 10

Digital Object: Representative Online Object
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Construction of the University at Albany's academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake flood that poured into Western Avenue., Undated
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Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake flood that poured into Western Avenue., Undated

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake flood that poured into Western Avenue., Undated

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake flood that poured into Western Avenue., Undated

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake flood that poured into Western Avenue., Undated

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake flood that poured into Western Avenue., Undated

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake flood that poured into Western Avenue., Undated

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake flood that poured into Western Avenue., Undated

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake flood that poured into Western Avenue., Undated

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake flood that poured into Western Avenue., Undated

Digital Object: Representative Online Object
Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake flood that poured into Western Avenue., Undated

Digital Object: Representative Online Object
Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake flood that poured into Western Avenue., Undated

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake flood that poured into Western Avenue., Undated
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Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake flood that poured into Western Avenue., Undated

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake flood that poured into Western Avenue., Undated

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake flood that poured into Western Avenue., Undated

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake flood that poured into Western Avenue., Undated

Digital Object: Representative Online Object

Construction of the University at Albany’s academic buildings on the uptown campus. The Campus lake flood that poured into Western Avenue., Undated

Digital Object: Representative Online Object
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